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$3.6 BN WORTH OF BITCOIN COAXED FROM
LONG-TERM STORAGE BY NOVEMBER RALLY
by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph
Amid November’s 42% Bitcoin rally, roughly 185,600 BTC that hadn't moved in at
least 12 months was transferred on-chain. On November 30, the largest blockchain
in terms of market cap, bitcoin (BTC) surpassed its 2017 all-time highs after
crossing the highly anticipated $19,860 zone.

17% OF PAYPAL’S US USERS HAVE ALREADY
BOUGHT BITCOIN USING THE POPULAR APP
by Daily Hodl Staff, writing for Daily Hodl
The investment bank Mizuho Securities USA says it surveyed 380 PayPal users
in the US to determine their level of interest in using the platform to buy
Bitcoin. A full 17% of respondents said they have already bought BTC using their
PayPal accounts, reports The Street.

VISA PARTNERS
WITH ETHEREUM
DIGITAL-DOLLAR
STARTUP THAT
RAISED $271
MILLION
by Michael del Castillo,
writing for Forbes

Credit card giant Visa has

BITMAIN REPORTEDLY CUTS OFF FUNDING
TO BITCOIN CORE DEVELOPERS

announced it is
connecting its global
payments network of 60
million merchants to the
U.S. Dollar Coin (USDC)

by Helen Partz, writing for Cointelegraph

developed by Circle
Internet Financial on the

Bitmain, one of the world’s largest Bitcoin (BTC) miner producers, has reportedly

ethereum blockchain.

halted its funding for some primary developers maintaining Bitcoin-related

The digital currency is

software. Jonas Schnelli, a major Bitcoin Core contributor and maintainer, claimed
that Bitmain halted its support after funding his efforts for more than three years.

now valued at $2.9
billion.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
Jeremy Allaire, Co-founder,
and CEO of Circle, and
Meltem Demirors, CSO at
CoinShares discuss the
growing adoption of the
cryptocurrency industry.
Check out the new
Unconfirmed episode here.

BEIJING PREPS FOR DIGITAL YUAN TRIAL
EXPANSION FOR TRADE
by Ledger Insights, writing for Ledger Insights
The first round of trials for China’s central bank digital currency (CBDC)
was focused on five regions. On Friday, Zhang Jinsong, Deputy SecretaryGeneral of Beijing municipality, said the city that is not part of the initial
five locations is preparing to create a digital yuan pilot program.

NEW CONGRESSIONAL BILL SEEKS TO
REGULATE STABLECOINS
by Jeff Benson, writing for DeCrypt
A trio of Democratic lawmakers has introduced a bill that would regulate
stablecoins, including Facebook’s Diem (formerly Libra). The STABLE Act, as
written, would require stablecoin issuers to have a banking charter and earn
regulatory approval from the Federal Reserve, the FDIC, and other agencies
before issuing that coin. They must also be FDIC-insured or maintain an
equivalent number of dollars at the Federal Reserve.

AUTHORITIES SHUT
OFF ELECTRICITY
TO BITCOIN
MINERS IN CHINA’S
YUNNAN PROVINCE
by Samuel Haig,
writing for Cointelegraph

Local sources report that

POLISH CITY BECOMES FIRST TO ADOPT ETHEREUM
BLOCKCHAIN FOR EMERGENCY SERVICES
by Sam Bourgi, writing for Cointelegraph
Olsztyn, Poland, is reportedly the first city in the world to leverage Ethereum’s
blockchain to aid the provision of emergency services, offering yet another
tangible use case for distributed ledger technology.

authorities from the city of
Baoshan in the Chinese
province of Yunnan are
escalating efforts to crack
down on Bitcoin miners,
ordering electricity
producers to cease supplying
power to the city’s miners.

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

SPOTIFY IS STAFFING UP FOR FACEBOOK’S
DIEM, OTHER CRYPTO PAYMENTS
by Andrew Hayward, writing for DeCrypt
Streaming music giant Spotify is beefing up its payments team in advance of
the launch of the Facebook-backed Diem stablecoin project, formerly Libra,
along with other potential stablecoin and cryptocurrency-related initiatives on
the horizon.

